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Finding Love with AnastasiaDate’s Dating Services
AnastasiaDate may be the answer to all distance related relationship problems if reaching out to gorgeous Eastern-
European women is what you desire.

Anastasia Date dating company is one of the leading international dating services providers around and it was started in
1993 by a Russian-American couple.

The website makes it easy for men from different regions of the world to easily get connected with the ladies they desire,
enabling them to have romantic online relationships by making use of AnastasiaDate’s tools and services.

There are various great dating tools, such as: chatting with a lady, giving out gifts, sending messages, calling a lady or
even meeting up with a lady – all the things that wouldn’t have been possible due to distance. By far the best thing about
it is that the services carry the AnastasiaDate’s seal of approval.

What are these so-called Services of Love?

Here is a small list of all the tools and services that are offered to all registered members:

Email Correspondence

Snail mail is a thing from the past. You can easily get connected to the lady of your interest right away as she will be able to read your messages when
she is online. In short, this service allows members to send email messages via the AnastasiaDate’s emailing system.

Virtual Gifts

This is an exciting offer if you’re not prepared to send actual gifts yet. Members can flirt a bit with their lady and then send her a diamond, perfume, a box
of chocolates and much more virtually. You can also use this feature when live chatting with a woman.

Flowers and Presents

Starting from roses and ending with stuffed animals and champagne, once you are ready, you can make special occasions even more special by sending
out gifts to the lady of your interest. AnastasiaDate and the affiliate agencies guarantee that the gift(s) arrive on her doorstep right on time.

Live Chat

If you’re not interested in sending emails and prefer sending and receiving messages in real time then the Live Chat feature is perfect for you.

CamShare

This feature is similar to Live Chat. The difference is that CamShare uses high-quality video and is an upgrade of Live Chat.

Call Members

This service suits you if you want to hear the lady’s voice. Members are able to schedule a phone session ahead of time, and if necessary, it’s possible to
use the help of a translator.

Date a Lady

Meeting in person shows that your online relationship is now getting serious. Members don’t need to stress over planning everything because
AnastasiaDate.com has got it covered. If you choose this service, all steps are planned for you and all you need to do is show up and see if the magic in
your relationship intensifies when you meet face to face.

Dedication to Development

This is the part where Anastasia Date differs from a lot of online dating sites – they have the best tools, services and great people behind the website.
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Since AnastasiaDate is part of a bigger family that has fully dedicated itself to developing more ways to improve on customer satisfaction, members can
expect the services to get even better.
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